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Abstract- The modern era of search technology has changed
the way the information searched and retrieved compared to the
previous decade of search engines. Today’s search engine has
evolved as a way of shifting the locus of control over information
dissemination closer to the consumers of that content.
Information retrieval being a vast field, has many application
related to it. In this paper we analyze various fields in which IR is
being used as an application. We divide the application into seven
categories; they are Communication, Databases, Natural
Language Processing, Multimedia, Document Ranking,
Semantic Web and Software Engineering.
In this paper it can be observed that the importance of IR in
the various fields just by sheer number of categories it supports.
The more widely its used, the more it will change the way the
mankind is going look at information and world at large.
Keywords: Information Retrieval, Web result clustering, Query
optimization, Web and Databases, Semantic web, Document
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I.

The field of communication being one of the emerging and
dynamically developing technologies, IR is plays a crucial
role in contextual influences of a user’s mobile information
needs and requires lot of development, to be adapted in
portable device. In database field it’s mainly used for
providing relevant results output. In document ranking
concept of IR is used for increasing the precision of Ranking
of documents based on information need. In Natural
Language Processing (NLP) it is mainly used for Context
aware query translation. In the field multimedia it’s mainly
used for retrieval of relevant videos and audios. In the field
of semantic web IR tool is used for data preparation,
filtering of similar synonymous query and documents and
cleaning aliases with similar findings in the web domain.
Finally the field of Software engineering it’s used for better
software maintenance and reuse, by automatically capturing
context of the source code.
II. IR APPLICATIONS IN THE FIELD OF
COMMUNICATION

INTRODUCTION

The typical Information Retrieval (IR) model of the search
process consists of three essentials: query, documents and
search results. A user looking to fulfil information need has
to formulate a query usually consisting of a small set of
keywords summarizing the information need. The goal of an
IR system is to retrieve documents containing information
which might be useful or relevant to the specific purpose it’s
being used [45].
Information retrieval systems can also be distinguished by
the scale at which they operate, and it is useful to distinguish
three prominent scales. In web search, the system has to
provide search over billions of documents stored on millions
of computers. At the other extreme is personal information
retrieval. In the last few years, consumer operating systems
have integrated information retrieval (such as Apple’s Mac
OS or Windows 7 Instant Search). Email programs usually
not only provide search but also text classification: they at
least provide a spam (junk mail) filter, and commonly also
provide either manual or automatic means for classifying
mail so that it can be placed directly into particular
folders[46].
In between is the space of enterprise, institutional, and
domain-specific search, where retrieval might be provided
for collections such as a corporation’s internal documents, a
database of patents, or research articles on biochemistry.
Hence we can observe from the above paragraphs the
various levels at which “Information Retrieval” can used as
an application. The sheer levels at which information
retrieval can play an important role in the form of
applications cannot be ignored any longer. The more widely
its used, the more it will change the way the mankind is
going look at information and world at large.
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Applications that use information retrieval as the main task
in the field of communication involve several areas. Mobile
search being one of them is an evolving branch of
information retrieval services that is centered around the
convergence of mobile platforms and mobile phones, or that
it can be used to tell information about something and other
mobile devices. Table 1 gives the comparision of various
applications of IR in the field of communication
Table1. Various applications of IR in the field of
Communication

It is observed from Table 1 s local search is given
importances due to in the change in the devices used in
communication.
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Increasing number of devices used in communication being
mobile, the need for context based retrieval is growing in
importance. Even though there is lot of research, nothing
concrete has been implemented in large scale.

that most of authors suggesting personalized document
ranking on the basis of user context.
Table 3.Various applications of IR in the field of
Document Ranking

III. IR APPLICATIONS IN DATA ENGINEERING
Information comes from a variety of sources, including text
documents, photographic images, sensor data, Web pages,
and biological sources etc., all kinds of data are stored in a
single database. Accessing these data requires that
information meaningful to humans be extracted from weakly
structured or totally unstructured sources, in addition to
conventional structured sources. The information must then
be efficiently indexed and accurately retrieved. The most
common approaches require formal statistical modeling and
extensive empirical validation of the access techniques. In
table 2 we discuss various applications of IR in the field of
data engineering. It’s observed that by incorporation of
semantics in the data management process improves query
accuracy, and permits more efficient and effective sharing
and distribution services.
Table 2.Various applications of IR in the field of Data
Engineering

V.

APPLICATIONS OF IR TO NATURAL
LANGUAGE PROCESSING (NLP)

Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of computer
science, artificial intelligence, and linguistics concerned
with the interactions between computers and human
(natural) languages. As such, NLP is related to the area
of human–computer interaction [48].
Table 5.Various applications of IR in the field of Natural
Language Processing (NLP)

IV. IR APPLICATION IN FIELD OF DOCUMENT
RANKING
Document Ranking is a problem in text mining. The task is
to assign a document to one or more classes or categories.
Documents may be classified according to their subjects and
attributes. In this paper only subject classification is
considered. There are two main philosophies of subject
classification of documents: The content based approach and
the request based approach. Content based classification is
classification in which the weight given to particular
subjects in a document determines the class to which the
document is assigned. Request oriented classification may
be classification that is targeted towards a particular
audience or user group. From Table 3 it is mainly observed
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In Table 5 we observe that IR applications play crucial role
in the field of natural language processing (NLP). In NLP
mainly seen that input is taken in the form of context user
query so that processing itself is done in a much
personalized manner. This has lead to a increase accuracy of
the output in many of the mentioned applications.

From the table 7, its seen that applying IR to SE is a
relatively young endeavor, many new applications are likely
to appear. In future, these can be expected to leverage the
diversity of new work from the IR community; however, as
the field matures more IR-based techniques designed
explicitly to solve SE problems should start to emerge.

VI. APPLICATIONS OF IR TO MULTIMEDIA

VIII.

Multi Media Information Retrieval (MMIR) is a research
discipline of IR that aims at extracting semantic information
from multimedia data sources. Data sources include directly
perceivable media such as audio, image and video,
indirectly perceivable sources such as text, bio signals as
well as not perceivable sources such as bio information,
stock prices, etc.

APPLICATIONS OF IR TO SEMANTIC WEB

Semantic web is an extension of the current web that
provides an easier way to find, share, reuse and combine
information. It is based on machine-readable information
and builds on XML technology's capability to define
customized tagging schemes and RDF's.
Table 8. Various applications of IR in the field of
Semantic Web

Table 6.Various applications of IR in the field of
Multimedia

From the Table 6 it is seen that most of the research in
multimedia retrieval applications has focused on retrieval by
content or retrieval by example. This paper discusses
statistical approaches to analyze images and video content
and conclude with a discussion regarding the described
methods.
VII. APPLICATIONS OF IR TO SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
The application of IR in SE has given rise to many useful
tools in the areas of requirements discovery, maintaining
software repositories, establishing trace-ability links,
efficient software reuse, and effective software metrics. In
particular, these tools show that useful information can be
extracted from the natural-language contained in source
code’s identifiers and comments as well as other naturallanguage artifacts associated with a software project. Such
artifacts can be manipulated by tools in tasks that previously
required extensive human effort or provide an alternative
perspective, as in the development of effective software
metrics.
Table 7.Various applications of IR in the field of
Software Engineering

(Resource Description Framework) flexible approach to
representing data. The Semantic Web provides common
formats for the interchange of data (where on the Web there
is only an interchange of documents). It also provides a
common language for recording how data relates to real
world objects, allowing a person or a machine to start off in
one database, and then move through an unending set of
databases which are connected not by wires but by being
about the same thing [47].In this paper we discuss several
approaches to using information retrieval systems with both
semantic web documents and with text documents that have
semantic web annotations. Information retrieval technology
has been central to the success of the Web. In this paper we
observe that for semantic web documents or annotations to
have an impact, they will have to be compatible with Web
based indexing and retrieval technology. Information
retrieval technology has been central to the success of the
Web.
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Web based indexing and search systems such as Google and
Yahoo have profoundly changed the way we access
information. For the semantic web technologies to have an
impact, they will have to be compatible with Web search
engines and information retrieval technology in general
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed and analyzed various
categories of application of Information retrieval against
their performance that have been used by various
researchers in applications of IR.
We analyze the
importance of IR various fields and observe that each field
has its own requirement and IR needs to be modified
according to each of its needs. It’s especially true for mobile
communication and also software engineering field.We also
observe that by integrating IR with various other fields, it
increases the performance of that particular system. Hence
we conclude that field of IR is not just restricted to web
search engines but it comes as handy to various other fields.
Although the above discussed categories of applications of
IR implement efficiently implement the stated objectives,
but still the efficient IR process lack due to it just
concentrating on large data set i.e. the web search. By going
by current technology change, the challenge lies in making
adaptable to portable devices and the communication field,
where the nature of information is small but vast due to the
connectivity the flow of information is huge, which needs to
be captured efficiently and correctly according to the user.
Hence development of IR must be according to the field its
being used and not generic in nature.
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